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Abstract: In this paper, a generic rgb to gray scale converter
intellectual property (IP) core is implemented and verified. First
verification environment for the device under test (DUT) is
implemented using system verilog class libraries and Qsys tool of
Quartus software. Then the device under test (DUT) is verified by
performing two tests. First test is video file reader test which is
carried out to check the functionality of the device under test and
another test is constrained random test which is performed to
verify the device under test outputs with randomly generated
expected outputs. Both the test are performed using Modelsim
software.
Index Terms: Intellectual Property (IP) core, Verification,
Device Under Test (DUT), Verification Environment, System
Verilog.

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Introduction to Verification
Verification is a procedure where the design is tested or
verified in opposition to a given specification of the design
before the chip is taped out. Verification is carried out in
parallel with the implementation and development of the
design and can be started from the time where the design
architecture definition is in progress. The main aim of the
verification process is to guarantee whether the design is
functionally correct without any bug inside before the design
is sent for fabrication and finally gets taped out of the
company and reaches the customer for the use. However due
to increasing complexities of the design, the extent of
verification is also unfolding to include much more than the
functionality of the design [1]. This includes verification of
power and performance of the design, safety and security
features of the design and design complexities with multiple
asynchronous clock domains in the design. Design simulation
(RTL Design) remains the primary focus for verification.
Many other methodologies have come up like formal
verification, power-aware simulations, FPGA or emulation
prototyping, dynamic and static checks etc. These
methodologies are also used for effectively verifying all the
features of design before taping out the design.
The process of verification is considered very important as
part of the lifecycle of design. This is because any serious
bugs in the design is not analysed and corrected according to
the specification of the design will result into faulty chips
thereby wasting the overall cost of the design process.
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B. Need of Verification
Verification imbibes almost 60% to 75% of the effort of
whole design process and plays a vital role in the design flow
of multimillions of gate ASICs, so the process of verification
becomes a must need technique involved in the design
process. Majority of the chips requires redesign which is
mainly due to the effect of the bugs present in the design.
The primary focus of the verification process will be
determining the failures in the design thereby identifying the
presence of bug in the design. Bug may also occur in the chip
if there is a mistake when RTL designer designs or codes
according to the given design specification. If this bug gets
executed it may end up giving wrong results to the customers
resulting in a failure of chip. A single mistake may lead to
variety of failures in the system.
Not all the bug present in the system will result in to failure
of the system. A bug present in the code which is dead will
never result in failure. Also not all bugs occur due to error
while coding. There are also possibilities that error might be
in the design specifications itself.
So verification is in much need to tape out the chip without
any bugs and to reach the customers in time. Verification of
the design also depends upon the complexity of the design [2].
Also in today’s increasing complexity of the design,
verification process also became difficult to perform. To ease
this situation many verification languages have come up to
smoothly perform the verification of the design. Verification
languages like Open Vera (OV), Specman e, System Verilog
have helped verification engineers to verify even the complex
design in a quite easier way.
However not only the complexity of the design will be an
obstacle for the verification process but also the size of the
design will create problem in both specification and
functional level. This situation will ultimately lead to
architectural level bugs come in to presence in the design
which requires huge amount of effort to debug those bugs.
When a bug occurs at an unpredictable place, debugging
becomes always a problem during the verification phase. Due
to which even the most comprehensive verification
techniques can completely miss these bugs which are created
by uncertain functional combinations and unclear
specification interpretations [3].
C. Verification Methodologies
Verification is a methodology used to illustrate how
functionally the design is correct. The main purpose of
performing the verification is to guide the design to do its
function perfectly for which
it is intended to. There are
two methodologies which
can help in performing
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verification of the design before the chip is being taped out to
the end customer [4] [5].
First one is the Assertion Based Verification (ABV)
Methodology which works on the principle of assertions [6].
Assertion is a check performed against the design
specification or any specific rule. Assertion can be used for
checking the intent of the design. It also improves the ability
to debug and observability. The effect of the bug can be
observed early at a line of code before it progresses to the
outputs. Assertions can also be used for checking whether the
design specification is met in verification phase [7].
Assertion Based Verification (ABV) methodology
basically defines how assertions are used, who writes the
assertion cases, languages used for writing the assertions,
where to write the assertion in the particular code, according
to the problem which libraries of assertion to be used, how can
we debug the assertion, how to use the assertion methodology
for formal verification and how to use the assertions for
coverage [8].
Next is the concept of Constrained Random Verification
(CRV) Methodology. This concept will allow the user to
generate Random key presses, in a Random Sequence. Of
course, we are still not testing all possible sequences, but it is
giving us far more confidence, as we know that this way of
generating test vectors is testing a lot more than the traditional
method [9]. If we run ten thousand Random sequences, and
could not find a bug, the chances are DUT is indeed bug free.
On the other hand, using traditional methods, the test
coverage remains significantly low [10] [11].
D. Intellectual Property (IP) Cores
Intellectual Property (IP) core in the VLSI design industry
terms is known as a reusable part of the logic or a reusable
functionality of the design or a reusable part of a standard cell
of a design or simply a layout of the design that is generally
implemented with the scope of manufacturing and delivering
the design to multiple customers which can be used as a
building blocks in different higher level and complex chip
designs [12].
In today’s world of semiconductor industry, integrated chip
designs a large amount of functionality of the design systems
are getting consolidated into single chips which is later
evolved as a system on chip (SOC) design. Designs which are
implemented earlier such as IP cores design or a small logic
blocks are the most important part of the system on chip
design. This is because most of the system on chip designs do
have a pre defined microcontroller or a microprocessor
and many of other functionalities of the design system which
are uniform and hence if the chip is designed according to the
given manufacturer’s specification once again, it can be
re-used across the several part of the designs. IP cores are
commonly accredited as either Soft IP cores or Hard IP cores.
Soft Intellectual Property cores are the blocks which are in
general presented as synthesizable RTL models. These
design blocks are created in one of the Hardware description
language like SystemVerilog or Verilog hardware description
languages. Sometimes intellectual property blocks are also
synthesized and are presented as standard gate level netlist
which can be then mapped to any design level
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technologies. This also comes under Soft IP cores. The
advantage of Soft intellectual property cores is that those can
be adapted in the back end design which includes partitioning,
floor planning and placement and routing flow by a end user
to map to any development technologies. Examles of soft
intellectual property core includes dynamic random access
memory controller, Ethernet physical address controller,
AMBA- AXI, AMBA-AHB bus protocol controller IPs.
Hard Intellectual Property cores on the other hand
are presented as layout of the designs in a layout plan like
Graphic Data System (GDS) which is mapped to a process
technology and can be unswervingly dropped by a customer
to the final layout of the chip design. These intellectual
property cores cannot be personalized for different process
technologies. Phase Locked Loop’s, Analog to Digital
Converter or Digital to Analog Converter, Physical layer
logic for Double Data Rate semiconductor memories,
Peripheral
Component
Interconnect
Express
are usually developed and accredited as Hard Intellectual
Property cores [13].
E. Literature Survey
In paper [14] “Design and Verification of an Efficient
Wishbone-Based Network Interface For Network On Chip”, a
generic asynchronous first in first out based wishbone attuned
plug and play network boundary for the design of network on
chip is been implemented and verified. It is found that the
advantages like minimum latency, high speed data transfer,
higher throughput and higher speed has been achieved and
through which it concludes that the proposed verification
environment performs better in terms of speed, latency and
throughput as compared to all other previously used
architectures.
In paper [15] “Design and Verification for Data
Acquisition Interface Adc_Usb Ip Core”, it achieves better
data acquisition and efficient data transfer to PC because
ADC_USB IP core solves the communication problem by
achieving efficient data transfer between PC and data
acquisition equipment. The IP can also be applied to other
SOC systems.
II. DEVICE UNDER TEST (DUT)
In the verification process, we as a design verification
engineer are going to verify the device under test (DUT) by
sending the input to the device under test (DUT) to check the
behavior of the device under test (DUT). We should be
checking the behavior of the device under test (DUT) by
sending both the correct and error input stimulus, in both the
cases the design verification engineer is bound to observe the
device under test (DUT) for its behavior, as the device under
test (DUT) is behaving as per the expected design
specification, if not then there is surely an existence of a bug.
In the process of verification, we will implement the
environment for verification process as well as for the test
bench implementation to
assign the required input
stimuli for the device under
test (DUT) and more
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importantly to observe and monitor the progress of the design
under test (DUT) so that the design verification engineer can
check how far the device under test (DUT) is giving the user
the correct results.
The functionalities of the Test bench and Verification
environment is to produce the required stimulus for the device
under test (DUT), send this generated input stimuli to the
device under test (DUT), the device under test will analyze
the input data and will generate the required output according
to its design specifications, these outputs are captured from
the device under test (DUT), next step is to ensure that there is
a match between the actual results from the device under test
(DUT) with the expected results which is pre-calculated using
some mathematical models and finally measuring the overall
progress of the verification process.
In the figure mentioned below describes the Device Under
Test (DUT), to which input stimulus are applied and
corresponding output is collected and analyzed. The output of
the device under test(DUT) is compared with the one
reference model.
REFERENCE
MODEL

INPUT
STIMULUS

==

COMPARE
LOGIC

DUT
(DESIGN UNDER TEST)

OUTPUT
RESPONSE

We have to convert a rgb video inputs into the output as a
grayscale video, but the resultant video was turned out as a
fully black video. The problem is aroused due to the reality
that the three dissimilar colors have their own diverse
wavelengths and each of the color also have their own
contributions towards the development of the video or image.
Weighted method used for conversion of rgb video into the
grayscale video has a solution to the problem caused by the
average method. The red color part of the rgb video has more
wavelength than the other two colors that is green and blue.
Green color part of the rgb video comprises not only less
wavelength as compared to the red color but also green color
part will provide more comforting consequence to the eyes.
This situation means demand the design verification engineer
to decrease the involvement of red color and increase the role
of the green color and put blue color part in between these
two. So the new grayscale output formula that is obtained is:
Newly obtained grayscale image = ((0.30 x Red) + (0.59 x
Green) + (0.11 x Blue)).
According to this newly obtained grayscale image or video
shows that red color has contributed thirty percentage of the
total, green color has contributed fifty nine percentage of the
total and blue has contributed remaining eleven percentage of
the total, which is smaller as compared to red and green
contribution to the finally obtained output grayscale image or
video [17].
Since input that we send to device under test (DUT) is a
video file, we will first initialize the number of bits per symbol
as 8 and symbols per beat as 3 under the parameter keyword
using SystemVerilog language definition. Here only one
symbol is considered as black or white color. The size of the
input video file is 24 bits, video field width and height are 16
bits each. Width and height defines pixels of the input video
file. Device under test consist of two interfaces, decoder, user
algorithm block and encoder.

Fig 1. Device Under Test (DUT) Example
If the obtained output is equal to that of the reference model
then the test case is passed or we can say that the DUT is
verified successfully. But if the output is not equal to that of
the reference model then the testcase has failed to verify the
DUT. And the bug is still present in the DUT and we have to
take proper action to eliminate the bug.
Here Design Under Test (DUT) is a RGB to Gray scale
Converter IP. There are two methods to convert a given video
from rgb to grayscale. Average method and Weighted or also
called as Luminosity method [16].
In average method we take the average of the three colors
that is red, green and blue to convert the video into grayscale.
The formula to calculate the grayscale output is:
Grayscale = [(R+G+B)/3].
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The size of the gray output is 16 bits. For multiplication 8 bit
multiplier is incorporated and for addition 16 bit adder is used
which is shown in above figure. Since the input video file is of
size 24 bits, we take the middle value of size 8 bits of the
obtained result and concatenate three times to send it as an
output video file to the interface 2. Interface 2 along with
stall_out signal as an input will write the file.
Other outputs from interface 2 are width and height of the
video field, end_of_video_out signal to indicate end of video
processing by the DUT. These outputs are send to the encoder
which encodes the output video packets and sends it to the
sink bus functional model which will eventually sends the
video file to the output mailbox where the file is written into
the output file. This process happening outside the DUT is
explained in the next section.
III. VERIFICATION ENVIRONMENT
Fig 2. Device under test block diagram.
In the figure above interface 1 reads the input video file
along with other signals such as stall_in which signals read
event to occur whenever video sequence is available at the
input, end_of_video signal to indicate there is no more video
sequence at the input to read, vip_ctrl_valid_in signal to avoid
collision of the video packets. Decoder decodes these signals
from interface 1 and streams the required signals to the user
algorithm block.
In user algorithm block, each of the color constants like red
factor, green factor and blue factor are allotted size of 8 bits
each. Value of red factor is assigned as 76, value of green
factor is assigned as 150 and value of blue factor with 29.
Next step is to break down the input video file into the red
color component, green color component and blue color
component. Here least significant bit (LSBs) are assigned as
blue and most significant bit (MSBs) are assigned as red
according to the new color convention. And each color
components are allotted with the size of 8 bits. Finally the
gray output is calculated by multiplying each of the color
constants with their corresponding color components.
red_factor
red

8x8 bit
Multiplier

green_factor

green

8x8 bit
Multiplier

gray_result

16 bit Adder

blue_factor

blue

8x8 bit
Multiplier

A. Introduction
Verification environment and test bench is generally used
to check whether the device under test is functionally is
correct or not. This is done by generating a predefined input
sequences and driving to the device under test. Then the
device under test outputs are captured, analyzed and finally
compared with the expected outputs [18].
Verification environment is formed by grouping the several
components necessary for the specific task or operations. In
verification environment, separate classes are written for each
specific operation [19]. This includes classes for generating
stimulus, driving the input files through interfaces and buses
and for monitoring the flow of the operation etc. and these
classes will be named on the operation [20].
The below mentioned figure indicates the components
present in the avalon-st video verification Environment.
Block colored with yellow indicates elements of class library
present for the test bench environment, block colored with
green indicates the bus functional model (BFM) of the
avalon-st interface and block colored with blue indicates the
device under test (DUT) and the test method points to
represent themselves in the environment which is done with
the help of exclusive features of SystemVerilog hardware
verification language. Input video packets and input control
packets are sent to the device under test (DUT). The output
reactions are collected and then analyzed from the device
under test (DUT) and the obtained final output video files are
written to an output file [21] [22]. Even though the
verification environment is implemented by creating the class
libraries required for the device under test (DUT) present in
the environment, other test bench environments can be
predictable to this same test structure, with respect to the Veri
-log hardware description language module level accessibility
and object or class level accessibility.

Fig 3. User algorithm block diagram.
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Fig 4. Verification Environment.

Fig 5. Verification Environment implementation on Qsys
tool.

The class libraries called in this verification environment
make use of the source and sink bus functional model (BFM)
and provide the functionalities such as it encompasses the
avalon-st video regular observance testing, creates a certain
group of modus operandi failures that the device under test
(DUT) can be tested against which can be configured by using
simple method calls to the class libraries with the help of the
test bench, it provides facility to read video file and to write
the output file in order to facilitate device under test (DUT)
testing with authentic time input video sequences. The library
code is easily understandable to new design verification
engineers and has all the features of a better object oriented
based design code and hence it can be effortlessly extended
for further requirements in the design in future and it uses
SystemVerilog’s commanding verification functionalities
which include mailboxes and randomize methods which
allows the design verification engineer to design and
implement complex bus environments required for rigorously
verifying the device under test (DUT).
B. Implementation
Verification environment is created using Altera Quartus
Prime 7.2 tool in which by copying the verification files to the
local directory and by invoking Qsys system integration tool
[23] we will generate the netlist files and other required
classes file using System Verilog language. Once you click
the generate icon, the system refreshes and shows the RGB to
grayscale convertor in between source and sink bus functional
models (BFMs), this is our device under test (DUT).
We have to exit the generation completed information
message pop up icon, and close the Qsys tool. Qsys tool now
will generate the netlist file required for the verification and
other required simulation files for assisting further
verification process. The implementation on Qsys tool can be
in the figure below. After implementing the verification
environment, we will perform two verification process to
verify our device under test using ModelSim [24]. One is file
reader test for video verification and another one is
constrained random verification [25].
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
First test which is performed here is the video file reader
test. It is the simplest test which is performed with the help of
libraries of different classes. The file reader test for video
verification, reads the input video file and then translates into
the video objects. The test then sends the video objects in to
the device under test (DUT) using the bus functional models
(BFM). And then it retranslates back the video file to the
video output and writes the video output file again.
The test bench for video verification has four main sections
of code inside it. First, the test to verify the video will
precisely give information about the numbers of bits per
channel and channels per pixel used in defining the input
video file, as most of the classes defined for this project will
be requiring this information. Next step is to import class
packages, define the clock and reset necessary for the device
under test to work and finally the netlist which is instantiated
with connections necessary for clock and reset in place. The
resets defined for the bus functional models are all initially set
to active high. The last part of the code creates some of the
objects that are later used in the code. The parameter is
standard across all object instances of the classes as per the
initialization of the bits per channel and channels per pixel
which are constant in any given design system.Figure 6 and 7
represents the output that specifies the communication
establishment happening between Source and Sink Bus
Functional Module (BFM) while running the Video File
Reader Test.
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Fig 6. ModelSim output of Video File Reader Test.

Fig 7. Communication between Source and Sink BFM.

Fig 8. Output of Video File Reader Test.
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The file reader test done for video verification is valuable
for examining the video functionality of the device under test
(DUT) for any types of input video file. Nevertheless, this test
is not appropriate to experiment the device under test (DUT)
with a range of differently sized and formatted video input
fields.The constrained random test is also effortlessly
accumulated using the libraries defined for the classes. In
constrained random verification, the randomized input video
packets, input control packets and input user packets are
produced using the SystemVerilog’s built-in features of
constrained random verification. Then the randomly
generated packets are sent to device under test through the
source bus functional model (BFM) as well as the packets are
also sent directly to the scoreboard through one of the
mailbox. The DUT processes the video packets and send it to
the mailbox through the sink bus functional model (BFM).
The scoreboard retrieves the packets from both the mailboxes
and determines a test pass or fails result.
This test bench code launches the source and sink bus
functional model (BFM), then randomly produces either a
video data packet, control data packet or a user data packet
needed for the device under test (DUT). This generation of
these input packets are achieved by basically invoking the
randomize method on the objects that are created previously
at the end of this test bench code, next step involves putting

the objects that are created according to type of the input
packets in the source bus functional model’s mailbox, a copy
of this objects are made and is streamed to a reference
mailbox at the end used by the scoreboard.
Ultimately, the test bench code indicates to the
scoreboard at the end that a video data has been sent and the
scoreboard waits for the output from the device under test to
be investigated. It is also hinted by an event from the
scoreboard. Now the only part that is left out is to develop a
scoreboard that will recover the video data objects from the
two scoreboard mailboxes and will compare the outputs
received from the device under test (DUT) with the reference
outputs.
In figure 9 the scoreboard is expected to perceive the
device under test (DUT) giving the output as a grayscale
video output data. You must model the data to emulate the
behavior of individual device under tests accurately. The
scoreboard successfully matches the randomly generated
video, control and user packets to that of the packets obtained
from the device under test (DUT).

Fig 9. Output of Constrained Random Test.

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper RGB to Grayscale Converter IP is
implemented and verified by performing two tests. One is
file reader test for video verification and another one is
constrained random verification. In file reader test for video
verification, the functionality of the device under test (DUT)
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which means whether it is properly converting the input
video into a grayscale video or not. In Constrained Random
verification, the test will generate random video, user and
control packets and send it directly to the scoreboard and
also to the device under
test. Scoreboard determines
whether the randomly
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